would not have qualified for protection under this standard -and that deserving patents are now being rejected. "Not having patents means not having drugs, " says Kevin Noonan, a patent lawyer at McDonnell Boehnen Hulbert & Berghoff in Chicago, Illinois.
Sherry Knowles, a legal consultant in Atlanta, Georgia, and former chief patent counsel at the drug company GlaxoSmithKline, estimates that almost half the drugs approved in the United States from 1981 to 2010 would have been rejected under these guidelines because they were natural, derived from nature, consisted of biological molecules such as antibodies or were vaccines, which often contain natural ingredients such as pieces of genes or proteins.
Knowles and others argue that the Myriad ruling struck down patents only on DNA that has been isolated from nature, and that the patent office's policy overreaches in covering too many nature-based products and processes. For instance, the guidance instructs patent examiners that a recipe for keeping fruit juice fresh by mixing it with vitamin E might not be patentable because neither the juice nor the preservative have been significantly modified from their natural form. "In the court's decisions, 'natural products' is not limited to DNA, '' explains June Cohan, a legal adviser to the patent office.
Patent seekers seem to have been affected by the precedents even before the guidelines were released. A survey released on 25 June by publisher Bloomberg BNA in Bethesda, Maryland, found that the patent office had denied 40% of the 1,000 or so applications that fall into areas covered by the guidance and filed since April 2011 -most of which were reviewed after the Prometheus ruling. Patents were rejected, for instance, for proteins intended for diagnosis, medicines extracted from marine organisms and a test for detecting certain genetic traits in aquacultured fish.
That worries lawyers such as Hans Sauer, deputy general counsel for intellectual property at the Biotechnology Industry Organization, a trade group in Washington DC. "It's pretty clear that the Supreme Court intended the Myriad opinion to be a relatively specific and incremental one, " he says. "Is it really the right outcome -that we're striking down patent applications on industrial enzymes going into laundry detergent, or on antibiotics?" But others say that the government is acting exactly as it should. "It is doing the right thing for science, medicine and patients, " says Roger Klein, a physician at the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio and chairman of the professional-relations committee for the Association for Molecular Pathology in Bethesda, one of the plaintiffs in the Myriad lawsuit.
The patent office does not have to amend its policy in response to public input, says spokesman Patrick Ross. But it will probably do so, he adds. "We're already reviewing the comments and looking to see what changes we might make. " There is no set timeline for any changes.
The survey notes that many companies have been able to overcome patent rejections by making it clear to examiners that their invention differs significantly from something found in nature. For instance, the aquaculture application succeeded once it showed how the applicant had used genetic information to breed cod that are more suitable for farming. 
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